The Canadian West Coast Sound: Scottish Country Dance Music played by Schiehallion

Scottish country dance tunes popular in western North America make up this recording. Schiehallion is a well-known band based in Vancouver that performs throughout the west for a variety of functions. The tunes are arranged in medleys intended for dancing and comprise a mix of traditional and newly composed tunes.

Stock number: SCR02R
Cost: $10.00
Member’s price: $8.00

The Mandoline Kid performed by David Wilkie with Gaye Delorme

David Wilkie is a Calgary-based mandolin player who is presently with Ian Tyson’s band. This album shows him at his musical best, interpreting a wide range of tunes from original bluegrass (Duck on a June Bug) through to continental styles (Toulouse Tango).

Stock number: BBG6012
Cost: $10.00
Member’s price: $8.00

Molly’s Welcome: Hammered Dulcimer Tunes performed by Christy and Fred Cook

This cassette contains a variety of traditional and composed tunes played by this pair of Calgary musicians.

Stock number: C1982
Cost: $10.00
Member’s price: $8.00

Jakey’s Ramble performed by Christy and Fred Cook

The hammer dulcimer is an important instrument in a number of Canadian musical communities. This cassette provides performances of a number of musical styles. There are a number of Irish pieces on the tape.

Stock number: C1981
Cost: $10.00
Member’s price: $8.00

“Bunkhouse and Forecastle Songs of the Northwest” and “Songs and Ballads of Northern Saskatchewan and Northern Manitoba” (listed on pg. 18) contain instrumental material as well.